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What is Public Square Atlanta

Atlanta’s budding community network designed to connect citizens that share like concerns and public objectives both with each other and with elected officials to bring positive change to their communities.
What Does That Mean?

- Online community
- Focus on ACTION
- Thrives on user input
- Dialogue to Democracy
Start a carpool, organize your first neighborhood watch or have a stoplight installed on your street. Whatever you want to do, Public Square Atlanta is the place to meet others who want to do the same. Together, we can get it done.

What would you like to do?
Public Square Atlanta Progress

• Semi Beta Version Launched
• Established Strategic Partners & Community Ambassadors
• Beginning outreach in person and social media
• National Model
• Challenges
How do You Get Involved

• Sign up
• Create a group or discussion on the forums
• Invite you friends
• Share what you are doing
• Meet with us!
Conclusion

Public Square Atlanta may seem a foreign concept for Public Broadcasting, but it is really at the heart of what we are. We are simply using new technologies (interactive media) to further advance the same strong vision and mission we have always promoted.